[The cerebellum: from motor coordination to cognitive function].
Clinical data in man, as well as experimental results in animals, classically involve the cerebellum in the coordination of ballistic movements and in their accompanying postural adjustment. The cerebellum intervenes in the coding of the order and duration of contraction of the different protagonist muscular groups contributing to the same movement. In normal life, this is an automatic, non conscious procedure. Recent studies seem to indicate that the human neocerebellum (lateral hemispheres and dentate nuclei) plays a role in the regulation of some neocortical cognitive functions. This new functional aspect of cerebellar activity has been inferred from the results obtained by three quite different domains: neuroanatomical data showing the existence of, sometimes reciprocal, pathways between the neocerebellum and associative and limbic areas in primates, neuropsychological data assessing the presence, in some cerebellar patients, of purely cognitive impairments, and data from functional imagery pointing out cerebellar activation in healthy subjects during non motor tasks. II would ensue that, thanks to new cortical targets. The cerebellum could regulate sensorial, procedural, linguistic and emotional activities, so that a cerebellar lesion could be followed by a cognitive and affective syndrome, depending on the importance and on the location of the lesion.